THE ART OF THE NETHERLANDERS
An astonishing number of exceptionally talented musicians were born in the Low Countries around the middle
of the fifteenth century, reaching artistic maturity about
1470-80. Josquin des Prés, Heinrich Isaac, Pierre de la Rue,
Jacob Obrecht, Alexander Agricola are just a few of the
outstanding names from this very productive period, the
music of which is characterised by a remarkable degree of
rhythmic subtlety.
AN1

HEINRICH ISAAC, A la Bataglia, for four instruments. An extended work,
involving some exciting rhythmic writing. This is a revised edition which
incorporates the text found in one of the sources. The new set of parts are
printed both at the original pitch, and also a fifth higher, for brighter effect.
Score and parts £5.50

AN2

Four Instrumental Pieces of the late fifteenth century, for four recorders
(ATTB) or viols/rebecs. This selection contains two anonymous settings
of the famous basse danse La Spagna, a magnificent arrangement by Pierre
de la Rue of Ma bouche rit, and an attractive fantasy. Score and parts £6.50

AN3

Seven Instrumental Pieces from Petrucci’s Canti C (1504), for three
instruments ATB. Contains an anonymous La Spagna setting (the only
hitherto unpublished ensemble version), T’Andernaken arrangements by
Lapicida and Brumel, and other fascinating pieces, all written in a very lively
rhythmic style. Suitable for recorders, viols, rebecs, lutes, etc. Score and
parts £7.50

AN4

Fors seulement (8 settings) for five instruments. These magnificent and
highly varied reworkings of Ockeghem's famous song are by Pierre la Rue,
de Orto, Willaert and others. Score and parts £8.50

AN5

JOSQUIN DES PRÉS, Four Chansons for 6 voices or instruments.
Josquin is at his best in six parts: these pieces are fascinating to play and
sing. Score and parts IN PREPARATION

AN6

JOSQUIN DES PRÉS, Seven Secular Pieces, for four voices or
instruments ATTB. A little volume that explores the lighter side of this central
figure of Renaissance music. Suitable for recorders, viols, and several other
types of instruments. Score only £5.50

AN7

JOSQUIN DES PRÉS, Twenty Pieces for three voices or instruments.
Another volume that demonstrates the versatility of the great master. Score
only £7.00

AN8

JOSQUIN DES PRÉS, Four Chansons for five voices or instruments.
Includes Douleur me bat and the wonderful Plaine de dueil. Score and parts
£6.00

AN9

JACOB OBRECHT, Thirteen Pieces for three/four instruments (some
pieces also for voices). Many of these are settings of popular Dutch or French
songs, with Obrecht’s characteristic syncopations; also included is the
lovely La tortorella. Score only £6.50

AN10

JACOB OBRECHT, J’ay pris amours, for four instruments. This is a long
and beautiful setting of one of the most successful songs of its time.
Excellent for recorders or viols. Score and parts £5,00

AN11

HEINRICH ISAAC, Seventeen Pieces for voices or instruments. This
selection has been made to demonstrate Isaac’s extraordinary versatility;
there are French chansons rustiques, German Tenorlieder, carnival songs,
a witty Italian quodlibet, and various instrumental pieces. Score only £6.50

AN12

HEINRICH ISAAC, Seven Instrumental Pieces for three instruments
ATB. These are very varied pieces, ranging from the beautifully melancholy
La Morra and a delicate setting of J'ay pris amours to the zany (and
challenging) version of Tart ara. Score and parts £6.50

AN13

HEINRICH ISAAC, Five Instrumental Pieces for four instruments. These
are somewhat longer pieces than those in AN11. Includes the impressive
Palle, palle and two settings of J’ay pris amours. Score and parts £6.00

AN14

JOHANNES MARTINI, Twelve Pieces for three or four instruments.
Score only , £6.50

AN15

PIERRE DE LA RUE, Chansons and Instrumental Pieces for three and
four voices or instruments. Score and parts, IN PREPARATION

AN17

JOHANNES OCKEGHEM, Ut Heremita solus, for 4 instruments. Score
and parts £5.50

ALL

ALL 14 TITLES CURRENTLY AVAILABLE: £55

